Engineering What Can I Do Now - ladyproblems.org.uk
i don t want to be an engineer anymore now what career - i have same problem i am software engineer i have very good
job i can work whatever task provide me now i dont like this job anymore my financial situation is not good i start saving my
goal is 1 million rs that will suffisient for me i can live happilly from it then i will do whatever thing i like to do i am 25 i reach 0
3 million, what does an electrical engineer do with pictures - the schools do not teach you these things therefore you
learn them on the job and also from an experienced engineer if he is willing to teach you learning engineering at your job
requires patience willingness to learn and must of all love for what you are doing, what can you do with an engineering
degree top - mechanical engineering they can be involved in the management of people and resources as well as the
development and use of new materials and technologies if you re technically minded brilliant at science and mathematics
and good at problem solving then this career path could work for you, what can i do with a degree in computer
engineering - a computer engineer can do anything in electrical engineering except for power unless if you prove that you
are suited for the type of job if you like software you can do that too but just do what you want to do then think about the
money after trust me on this one, what engineers do discovere engineering - the engineers below do it all design invent
fix improve research travel present inspect draw write calculate but most of all they work with really interesting people on
great projects that are changing the world for the better, can i do engineering college confidential - do you have to be a
genius to become an engineer can i make it through an engineering major at a college like berkeley and become a
successful engineer i took ap comp sci a last year and absolutely loved the class and i got a 4 on the ap exam, confused
about career after engineering 21 tips for you - what to do after engineering in electronics and communication after
successfully completing your engineering in electronics and communication there are 2 main option you can do take up a
job if you want to take up a job then sharpen your skills by doing few courses and prepare for competitive exams, engineers
what they do scholarships - engineers what they do engineers apply the principles of science and mathematics to develop
economical solutions to technical problems their work is the link between scientific discoveries and the commercial
applications that meet societal and consumer needs many engineers develop new products during the process they
consider several factors, civil engineering major what can you do with a civil - what can you do with a college degree in
civil engineering civil engineers are employed primarily by government departments utilities architectural firms builders and
engineering firms there are also career options available in education and consulting, engineering grads where are you
now engineering - bscheme worked in process management high tech plastics for eight years mba now in finance if i had
to do it all again i would do engineering lite like industrial or systems eng or even an economics business degree with lots of
tech courses would still get the mba our engineering educations are not very well rounded
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